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1 Introduction
I2C

communication is popular in most MCU applications. i.MXRT series MCU
provides strong features in LPI2C module. The clock stretching function is
useful in the application. RT1010 provides four types of clock stretching
functions. This application note introduces how to use the function and key
points when using the function.
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The hardware is based on RT1010 EVK (Rev. C) and the software is based on SDK2.10.0.
The path of this demo is:

SDK_2_10_0_EVK-MIMXRT1010\boards\evkmimxrt1010\driver_examples\lpi2c\interrupt_b2b_transfer

2 LPI2C clock stretching overview
The clock stretching function pauses the data transmission by holding the SCL line to LOW level. The transmission cannot
continue until the line is released to HIGH level again.
For byte level, the device is able to receive data bytes with a fast rate. However, it takes more time to store a received byte or
prepare another byte to be transmitted. After a byte is received and acknowledged, the slave device (described as Slave below)
holds the SCL line to the LOW state. It forces the master device (described as Master below) into a Wait state until Slave is ready
for the next byte transmission in the handshake procedure.
For the bit level, the device, such as a microcontroller with or without limited hardware for the I2C-bus, can slow down the bus clock
by extending the LOW period. The speed of any Master is adapted to its internal operating rate.
NOTE
Before using the clock stretching function, read the manual to check whether the device supports the clock
stretching function.
• Not all I2C Slaves support the clock stretching function. For example, some sensors and memory devices do
not support the function.
• Not all I2C Masters support the clock stretching function. For example, the device, with I2C simulated by GPIO
peripheral or an I2C peripheral in FPGA, does not support the function.

3 LPI2C clock stretching in RT1010
i.MX RT1010 Processor Reference Manual (document IMXRT1010RM) lists four types of clock stretching function, as shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Clock stretching function supported by RT1010
In my view, the clock stretching function can be described as below:
Using Following the Nth clock pulse instead of During the Nth clock pulse.

3.1 Enabling clock stretching after receiving address
When Slave receives an address from Master and AVF bit is set, Salve holds the SCL to the LOW state and starts the clock
stretching process. Once AVF bit is cleared, the clock stretching process ends and Master controls the SCL state. Figure 2 shows
the waveform that Slave receives an address and clears the AVF bit after 500 μs delay.

Figure 2. Enabling clock stretching after receiving address
As shown in Figure 2, the time interval, from the 9th pulse of address to the 1st pulse of data information, is 491 μs. The result is
approximate to 500 μs because the delay API does not use a timer.

3.2 Enabling clock stretching before sending data
When Slave receives the address and the read command, the TDF bit is set. At the same time, the clock stretching process starts
and Slave holds the SCL. During the process, Slave prepares the sent data according to the information from Master. Once the
data is ready, the TDF bit is cleared and the clock stretching process ends. Master controls SCL again. For this time, the delay
before clearing TDF bit is 800 μs. Figure 3 shows the waveform.

Figure 3. Enabling clock stretching before sending data

3.3 Enabling clock stretching before receiving data
When Slave receives data, the RDF bit is set. Slave holds the SCL to the LOW state. After clearing the TDF bit, Slave releases
the SCL and Master controls the SCL. This time, there is a 1000 μs delay. Figure 4 shows the waveform.
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Figure 4. Enabling clock stretching before receiving data

3.4 Enabling clock stretching before sending ACK/NACK
Slave holds the SCL to the LOW state after receiving the 8th clock pulse. The clock stretching function is enabled and users can
send the ACK/NACK. To send ACK or NACK to Master, write the bit0 of STAR register to 0 or 1. Before writing 0 to STAR, add a
500 μs delay. Figure 5 shows the clock stretching and delay after Slave receives the address information. To form the waveform,
there is a 500 ns delay between the 8th clock and 9th clock.

Figure 5. Enabling clock stretching before sending ACK/NACK
Figure 6 shows the ACK delay after Slave receives the data from Master.

Figure 6. Enabling clock stretching before sending ACK/NACK

3.5 Enabling clock stretching
To enable the clock stretching function, configure the parameters as highlighted in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Enabling clock stretching
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4 Key Point
When enabling the clock stretching function, take care of the setup time and hold time. Parameters differ with speed. Figure 8
shows the AC timing parameters from I2C spec.

Figure 8. AC timing parameters from I2C spec
For RT1010, in the SCFGR2 register:
• CLKHOLD is used to configure the setup time.
• DATAVD is used to configure the hold time.

Figure 9. CLKHOLD and DATAVD
To set the setup time and hold time, use the following formula:
t = (CLKHOLD + 3) * Tclk
The real setup time depends on two parameters: CLKHOLD value and Tclk. Tclk means the period of I2C functional clock. As shown
in Figure 8, the hold time is 0 for an I2C device.
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